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When it comes to investing in crypto, identifying the best altcoins to invest in is one of the top

ways to earn a positive ROI.

We have searched far and wide to come up with this 8-coin list of the best altcoins for 2023. The

trick is to find the right coins which solve real-world issues. Let ’s dig in.

�.  Meta Masters Guild (MEMAG) - The Fastest-Growing Mobile Play-To-Earn PVP Game

�.  Fight Out (FGHT) - Solving the Fitness Industry’s Issues With Blockchain Tech

�.  C+ Charge (CCHG) - Stage One Presale Project Allows EV Owners To Earn Carbon

Credits

�. Robotera (TARO) - Sandbox Style P2E Metaverse Game With an ERC-20 Token

�. Calvaria (RIA) - P2E PVP Trading Card Game Focused on Accessibility

�. Lucky Block (LBLOCK) - The Most Hyped Crypto Casino With Tremendous Rewards

�. Tamadoge (TAMA) - Meme Coin Project With Real-World P2E Utility

�. Polygon (MATIC) - Ethereum Layer Two Sidechain Scaling Solution With Corporate

Adoption

Now, let ’s look under the hood at what makes these projects the next altcoins to explode.

1. Meta Masters Guild (MEMAG) - Best Altcoin to Invest in 2023 with
Fast-Growing P2E Ecosystem

A P2E cryptocurrency is about to break into the $106 billion mobile gaming industry. Introducing

Meta Masters Guild.

The community-centric game allows players to battle it out in PVP races to earn rewards and

gems. The gameplay is focused on being competitive and fun and is designed with gamers in

mind.

The MEMAG token is currently in its presale. At the time of writing this, it is still extremely early to

get into the project as it is at the beginning of stage one presale. But in nine days, stage one will
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end. The presale token price will then rise for stage two - currently, one token costs just $0.007.

Why does the MEMAG token have so much potential?

Firstly, the game is designed to be accessible to everyone. The game is available on both mobile

and PC.

This is a huge step forward in P2E gaming, where many projects have failed to see true adoption.

Mobile gaming opens MEMAG to a much broader market.

Meta Masters Guild offers gamers two unique ways to play. The personal and global hub. The

personal hub enables players to complete solo campaigns and is a gentle introduction for new

players to earn rewards.

In comparison, the global hub is where the real action takes place. Players can race against each

other or bots in a host of different worlds to earn rewards which can upgrade their in-game assets

to better their racing capabilities. Rewards are primarily earned in “gems”, which players can

convert to the MEMAG token at any time.

Ultimately, this means the more overpowered a player's assets are, the more MEMAG they can earn.

On top of the competitive and social nature of the game, earning potential gives players even

more reason to keep playing and developing their in-game assets.

There are two primary forms of in-game assets. Both are tradeable NFTs that players can either

mint with gems or purchase from the marketplace using the MEMAG token.

Characters

In-game characters will come as collections of mintable NFTs; each has its own starting attributes,

which can be upgraded through gameplay.

Karts

Karts are also collections of mintable NFTs, but they are upgraded through personal hub

campaign mode gameplay.

To explain the game architecture, here is a graph showing the game modules.

Overall, the game focuses on the essence of gaming: enjoyment and accessibility. This makes

MEMAG a likely candidate for the best altcoin to buy.

But even with a keen focus on the fundamentals of gaming, MEMAG has done an excellent job of

seamlessly incorporating NFT and blockchain technology into the ecosystem. This provides

players with the ability to earn and have permissionless and sovereign ownership over their in-

game assets.



If, like us, you are determined to find the best altcoins for 2023, check out the MEMAG website

today, so you do not miss out!

 Visit Meta Masters Guild 

2. Fight Out (FGHT) - Solving the Fitness Industry’s Issues With
Blockchain Tech

Move-to-Earn is a concept that caught fire in 2022, but the first movers in the market lacked one

critical thing: real-world utility. This is where Fight Out comes in. It is the first M2E token that solves

real-world issues using blockchain technology.

The Fight Out crypto has teamed with world-class boxers, MMA fighters and personal trainers to

develop a blockchain application that rewards users for completing workouts.

The application gives each user a soul-bound NFT - a non-transferrable in-game avatar. Users can

battle it out with their avatars to earn even more rewards or personalize their avatars with

everything from wearables to their hairstyle!

The core concept behind the game is to onboard the fitness industry into web3 by giving them a

way to earn from exercising. Users will earn the REPS token, an in-game, off-chain asset which can

be used to purchase things such as workout programs and avatar upgrades or converted into the

FGHT token.

Ultimately, the wide range of ways users can spend the REPS token in-game means there will be

less sell pressure on the on-chain FGHT token. This is half the reason why the Fight Out coin is one

of the best altcoins to watch. Check out the Fight Out whitepaper to learn more about the REPS

token.

The other reason the FGHT token has vast potential is that app users can purchase the in-game

REPS token with it at a discount or use it to pay for subscription workouts.

A vital feature of the long-term potential of the Fight Out project is its ability to generate a real

income through the sale of fitness program subscriptions. This means the project can sustain itself

without relying solely on an inflationary token to generate revenue. This is where earlier projects

such as STEPN failed.

The FGHT token is one of the best new altcoins because it solves a massive real-world issue.

Currently, 80% of people who start a gym quit after five months. This comes as a direct result of

failing to develop a habit.

But gamification and rewarding users for working out will create positive feedback loops for users.

Thus, Fight Out will become a long-term solution to the central issue in the fitness industry.

Fight Out is currently in its stage one presale, with tokens costing $0.016 each. The presale ends on

March 31, and its initial exchange listing (IEO) is on April 5. So far, the project has raised $2.6 million,
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which indicates that investors already see its potential and that the price could explode.

Following its exchange listing, the price will likely go up. So now is a great time to research and

get involved with the project. Visit the Fight Out website today for an opportunity to invest in the

first M2E project that solves real-world issues.

 Visit Fight Out 

3. C+ Charge (CCHG) - Stage One Presale Project Allows EV Owners To
Earn Carbon Credits

 C+ Charge is a P2P payment system that incentivises users to charge their electric vehicles (EVs)

by rewarding them with carbon credits. The token is in a prime position to be the best altcoin for

2023.

When it comes to solving real-world issues, there are none more important than protecting the

environment.

The project has already attracted interest from other key players in the blockchain and

environmental space - namely, Flowcarbon. Flowcarbon raised $70 million in venture capital

funding in 2022, which is a testament to the potential of both projects.

Nonetheless, C+ Charge is still in its presale. It is currently in public sale stage one, priced at $0.013.

But for the next round, the price will rise to $0.01650, with the final round priced at $0.02350.

The project will then have its IEO on March 31. So this is the perfect time to get into one of the

best new altcoins before the price explodes.

C+ Charge solves a couple of significant issues which the EV industry faces.

While corporations can generate carbon credits for sustainable actions, the average

person can not.

The EV industry is fragmented; there are no standard prices. And paying for EV

charging is often complicated and frustrating.

There is no easy way for an EV owner to know if a charging station is broken or out of

order.

C+ Charge solves these three main problems. They are essentially creating a user-friendly way for

EV owners to charge their cars whilst incentivising them with carbon credits. If this sounds good,

check out the whitepaper to learn more.

CCHG might be the best altcoin to buy due to its tokenomics and demand. The token is used to

pay for each charge, so EV owners will continually use up and require more CCHG. Consequently,

it creates a continuous stream of demand for the token.
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Overall, the C+ Charge project offers a unique solution to one of the world's most pressing issues. It

financially incentivizes users to undertake responsible, climate-friendly lifestyle choices. It is easy

to see how a lot of people could get behind the cryptocurrency.

And if that is not enough, EV owners can also keep track of their carbon credits from one user-

friendly wallet on the C+ Charge mobile application.

 Visit C+Charge 

4. RobotEra (TARO) - Sandbox Style P2E Metaverse Game With an ERC-
20 Token

 RobotEra TARO token has already almost sold out 50% of its stage one presale, with over

$670,000 raised. The P2E project is expected to be one of the top altcoins for 2023.

RobotEra is a sandbox-style P2E metaverse game where players have robots, land, and

companions. The fundamental premise of RobotEra is similar to Minecraft, where gamers will

gather resources to develop their world. But RobotEra goes much further than that.

The resources that users gather can be used to build their robot companions, a much-needed in-

game asset, which can be sold on the RobotEra marketplace for the TARO token.

On top of this, users can also host live events, concerts, museums and more on their lands, which

provides even more potential income streams.

The RobotEra project is built on the Ethereum network, meaning in-game NFTs are ERC-721 tokens.

This means users can import other Ethereum NFTs into the game.

Gamers can build whatever they like on land in RobotEra, leaving much of the gameplay to the

users’ imagination. With this in mind, RobotEra is a dynamic metaverse which could quickly

become the number one P2E metaverse in 2023.

TARO could be the next altcoin to explode. Check out RobotEra while it is still in presale.

One of the main reasons the TARO token is so hyped is that it powers the entire RobotEra

ecosystem. All in-game transactions are carried out using the token, from marketplace purchases

to payments for in-game services such as advertising on land.

The TARO token has a total supply of 1,800,000,000, with its current price being $0.02. However,

this will only last for a while, as its stage one presale ends soon. Following this, there will be two

more price increases for the following presale stages, and then it's IEO.

Something many metaverse projects have struggled with so far is they have either focused too

heavily on land ownership without providing value; or overly focused on gameplay and, thus,

have not been a true metaverse.
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RobotEra is the first project that combines the two in a way that offers users multiple income

streams while playing a fun and dynamic game. Due to it still being in its early presale, this is a

fantastic opportunity for investors and gamers to learn more about the project.

 Visit RobotEra 

5. Calvaria (RIA) - P2E PVP Trading Card Game Focused on Accessibility

P2E gaming tokens are at the forefront of cryptocurrency innovation right now. Each is battling to

create a sustainable product that onboards the traditional gaming industry to the blockchain.

 Calvaria is one of the best altcoins with the highest potential right now. The project is a P2E PVP

trading card game where players battle it out to earn rewards, upgrade their assets, vote on the

project's direction and more.

RIA is currently in its stage five presale, priced at $0.032 per token. Stage five is 88% sold out, so

this is the last chance investors will have to buy it until its exchange listings.

The project has already confirmed listings on its roadmap for KuCoin, Gate.io and XT.com. RIA

could easily be the best altcoin to buy because of its partnerships with such massive exchanges.

Calvaria aims to become the go-to game for mass adoption by providing a fun and accessible

gaming experience. The game does this in two main ways:

It offers a free-to-play and a play-to-earn version.

It has a desktop and mobile version.

One of the main barriers to mass adoption in P2E gaming has been accessibility, but Calvaria has

effectively solved this with its free version available on all devices.

Let ’s look at some things which make the game stand out as one of the most popular altcoins.

Firstly, the gameplay is set where two players battle it out using their cards, power-ups and

strategy to win. Winners will receive RIA tokens which have a range of uses.

Calvaria also offers a secondary game mode for solo campaigns. This is a way new users can get

acquainted with the game while earning power-ups to use in the PVP arena.

There are multiple uses for the RIA token, and this helps reduce its supply and increase its demand.

Holders are part of a DAO which can vote on the project's future. RIA can also be staked to earn

passive income over time. Finally, RIA supports all in-game purchases, such as power-ups and

deck sets.

Overall, Calvaria is a competitive but user-friendly game which is fun and well-designed for long-

term success. The DAO is an exciting proposition that gives holders a say on the project's direction

while reducing token supply.
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 Visit Calvaria 

6. Lucky Block (LBLOCK) - The Most Hyped Crypto Casino With
Tremendous Rewards

 Lucky Block is a battle-tested crypto gambling project set to be one of the best altcoins to buy in

2023.

For traders who like to win big; Lucky Block offers a daily prize draw that you can enter for just $1.

Average winnings over the past weeks have been in the $1000 to $3000 range. However, winnings

have been as big as $1 million in Bitcoin or a Lamborghini!

What ’s more, the crypto gambling app offers unlimited withdrawals with zero fees. With crypto

gambling recently exploding, it is easy to see how Lucky Block could be one of the top altcoins.

The Lucky Block token rewards holders of Lucky Block NFTs, but it is also used to purchase entries

into prize draws. With this in mind, the Lucky Block team has created a fantastic strategy to

generate continuous demand for LBLOCK.

Following its IEO, the LBLOCK token experienced a massive spike in demand, causing the price to

explode. This shows the power of Lucky Block and its ability to generate vast amounts of hype.

The price of LBLOCK has now leveled off, but as the team continues to perform, it could easily be

the next altcoin to explode.

Lucky Block currently has over 38,000 Twitter followers and a thriving Discord that supports over

15 languages.

The massive online community shows the project's long-term potential to be the best altcoin to

buy.

Initially, LBLOCK was a BEP-20 token with a 12% transaction tax. However, the developers created

an updated version (LBLOCK V2) which erased the tax and moved it to the ERC-20 token standard.

This created an all-around better user experience for moving or selling LBLOCK while attracting

new exchange listings due to it being ERC-20 standard.

Lucky Block’s CEO, Scott Ryder, stated that more exchange listings would follow. Based on the

success of its IEO, this is massive news for token holders and those looking to buy soon.

Overall, crypto gambling is an emerging blockchain sub-industry with massive potential. Lucky

Block is a new crypto project with plenty of upside potential. The team has shown they are

adaptable with the V2 token, and there is already a vast online community.

 Visit Lucky Block 

7. Tamadoge (TAMA) - Meme Coin Project With Real-World P2E Utility
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 Tamadoge combines the community of meme coins with the user incentives of P2E. This makes it a

strong prospect for the best altcoin to watch.

Tamadoge describes itself as a P2E game but takes inspiration from Dogecoin. One main criticism

of Dogecoin is that it does not provide utility to users, but Tamadoge is different.

The TAMA token is available on the OKX exchange, priced at $0.013 per token. The TAMA presale

was priced at $0.01 per token, so it is currently up 30% from its presale price.

The presale raised over $19 million, showing the massive potential behind the Tamadoge project.

With the steadily increasing price since its presale accompanied by the considerable presale

investment, Tamadoge is one of the most popular altcoins to buy.

The P2E mechanism in the Tamadoge ecosystem revolves around players rising up a leaderboard

by interacting with their pets. Gamers are rewarded with the TAMA token, which they can exchange

for other tokens or use to purchase more pets or in-game assets.

Tamadoge also burns 5% of all pet store purchases, this helps reduce the supply of TAMA and will

inevitably push the price higher.

The project has amassed a significant following on Twitter of over 67,000 followers, along with

generating strong communities on other social platforms.

With this in mind, it is no wonder Tamadoge has been dubbed one of the best altcoins to buy. So

far, the project has gone from strength to strength, and its roadmap shows there is even more to

come. This means that now is the best time to learn more about Tamadoge.

 Buy TAMA Tokens 

8. Polygon (MATIC) - Ethereum Layer Two Sidechain Scaling Solution
With Corporate Adoption

Polygon is an Ethereum layer two scaling solution which takes some of Ethereum’s transactions and

processes them off the Ethereum chain. The two blockchains are connected via bridges, and the

Polygon network follows the same architecture as Ethereum, except it can process more

transactions per second.

This does come with some security and centralisation trade-offs, however. Nonetheless, the

Polygon network has recently been the home of massive innovation, with brands like Starbucks

and Nike choosing to launch products on the network.

The build it and they will come philosophy tells us that Polygon is in the driver's seat to capture

some of Ethereum's liquidity over the next year. It is no secret that Ethereum has struggled with

scalability, particularly in the previous bull market.

The project which fixes Ethereum's scalability will be one of the best altcoins to invest in.
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Conclusion

Although cryptocurrency is still in a bear market, there is no shortage of projects building for the

next bull. However, today's tokens do more than that; they succeed even in poor market

conditions.

This is why new crypto projects like MEMAG and Fight Out are booming right now. Some market

analysts suggest they are the best altcoins with the highest potential in 2023.

 Visit Meta Masters Guild 
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